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Odico A/S are happy to announce a new order for the "Project Himmel". This visionary project, initiated by Copenhagen

Municipality in collaboration with the accomplished artist Marianne Jørgensen and advisors Rambøll and Schønherr, aims to

create a functional and poetic art installation within Glenteparken.
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"Project Himmel" is an integral part of reimagining flood defenses and the role of art within this context. The park's

rejuvenation is part of a broader urban transformation project in Copenhagen, seeking to combine urban improvements with

flood protection in the Fuglekvarteret area of Nørrebro.

"Project Himmel" is a captivating and innovative bench-style seating and play area creatively designed in the shape of the

word "Himmel" (sky). Crafted from concrete with a serene sky-blue hue, this unique installation not only offers a

comfortable and inviting place to sit but also provides an imaginative play space that embodies the essence of the sky.

The park is envisioned as a place where children can enjoy a unique and imaginative play experience, perhaps pretending

that the ground is treacherous. To facilitate easy maintenance, the sides are designed with slopes to allow leaves and debris

to slide away, simplifying upkeep.

The Odico Formwork solution

Odico's contribution to this innovative project is the delivery of formwork for the casting of "Himmel." The finished result will

feature a smooth, inviting surface that meets the project's requirements for comfort and playability. Odico will employ the

same cutting-edge technology that has been utilized successfully in previous projects, ensuring the highest quality in the

final product.

The order for this endeavor is around a quarter of a million Danish Krone (DKR).

Odico A/S are thrilled to be part of this visionary undertaking, merging art and infrastructure to create a unique and

welcoming space for the community. As "Project Himmel" takes shape in Glenteparken, it promises to be a testament to the

creative fusion of art and engineering, enhancing both the aesthetic and functional aspects of urban spaces.
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About Odico A/S

Odico A/S utilizes cutting-edge robotic solutions to increase efficiency and precision in the construction industry. Odico's

state-of-the-art robotics technology automates traditionally labor-intensive tasks, leading to significantly increased

productivity and cost savings. 

With a focus on reducing material waste and CO2 emissions, Odico is leading the way in digital manufacturing and scalable

robotic solutions, shaping the future of the industry through innovation. 

Odico A/S prides itself on being at the forefront of innovation for a sustainable future.

Read more about Odico and see case examples at www.odico.dk
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